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TRAFFIC ANOMALY DETECTION WITH SNORT

Snort is open source intrusion detection system based on signature detection. In the paper we present information about the second version of anomalydetection – preprocessor designed to log and
analyze network traffic information. We also collect network traffic information from a few local area
networks and made a few simply traffic statistical analysis which could be usefull to anomalies detection.

1. INTRODUCTION
Snort is open source network intrusion detection and prevention system (IDS and
IPS) utilizing a rule driven language, which possibility of use signature, protocol and
anomaly based inspection methods. Snort authors said that it is the most widely deployed intrusion detection and prevention technology worldwide and has become the de
facto standard for the industry [1]. The most popular form of using Snort is to build an
Network based Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) based on standard signatures database or build an IPS by adding active response program, like Guardian [2], which works
in conjunction with Snort to automatically update firewall (usually iptables [3]) rules
based on alerts generated by Snort, but there are a lot of other possibilities: using Snort
in inline mode [4], using Snort in bridge mode computer (which can be good idea from
security point of view because of prevention from attacks against IDS machine) or using
Snort like a sniffer etc. (see: [1], [5], [6]).
Because of Snort popularity there are a lot of accessories – beginning from front ends
– visualization and analysis tools (like ACID - Analysis Console for Intrusion Databases
[7] or BASE – Basic Analysis and Security Engine [8]), through experimental preproc__________
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essors (like Snort+AI [10] or SPADE – Statistical Packet Anomaly Detection Engine
[11]), finishing on dedicated hacker tools like Snot – a Snort alert generator and general
NIDS decoy utility [12].

2. ANOMALYDETECTION PREPROCESSOR
Our project – Anomalydetection [13] is a simply preprocessor designed to log and
analyze information about network traffic and detect possibly network traffic anomalies.
You can find more information about idea and program data structures in our articles
[14] and [15], in thesis [6] and in project page [13]. Basically: Anomalydetection logs
25 parameters of network traffic:
1) number of TCP packets,
2) number of outgoing TCP packets,
3) number of incoming TCP packets,
4) number of TCP packets in its own subnet (LAN),
5) number of UDP datagrams,
6) number of outgoing UDP datagrams,
7) number of incoming UDP datagrams,
8) number of UDP datagrams in its own subnet (LAN),
9) number of ICMP messages,
10) number of outgoing ICMP messages,
11) number of incoming ICMP messages,
12) number of ICMP messages in its own subnet (LAN),
13) number of TCP packets with set SYN and ACK flags,
14) number of outgoing TCP packet send on port 80 (WWW),
15) number of incoming TCP packet from port 80 (WWW),
16) number of outgoing UDP datagrams send on port 53 (DNS),
17) number of incoming UDP datagrams from port 53 (DNS),
18) outgoing IP bitrate [kBps],
19) incoming IP bitrate [kBps],
20) outgoing TCP port 80 bitrate [kBps],
21) incoming TCP port 80 bitrate [kBps],
22) outgoing UDP bitrate [kBps],
23) incoming UDP bitrate [kBps],
24) outgoing UDP port 53 bitrate [kBps],
25) incoming UDP port 53 bitrate [kBps].
After a period of working in collecting data mode, anomalydetection builds “network
profile” which contains information about mean and variation of each parameter. In
anomaly detection mode the current version of our preprocessor generates alert when

one of the parameter exceed value meaning plus (or minus) X standard deviation, where
X is parameter setting by administrator.
The second version of anomalydetection, which will be released soon (a beta release
is available on project pages) will also detect ARP-spoofing attack. This attack (and a
few similar like DNS-spoofing) can be easy detected by comparation numbers of request
with number of answers. When you receive more than one ARP-reply with different
content you can expect that you are under attack.
In our research we collected data from two campus networks (Net A and Net C on
figures below). The first was rather small (about 20 computers), the second was larger
(more than 400 computers). We tried to make simply statistical analysis of these time
series to recognize their characteristics and – in the future – implement additional alert
generating mechanism in our preprocessor.

3. NETWORK TRAFFIC – A STATISTICAL OVERVIEW
Because the both of networks were similar, we expected day and eventually week
seasonality (see [6], [14]). The first parameter which we investigate was number of TCP
packets which usually should be about 80% of network traffic (see. figure 1). On figure
2 and figure 3 you can see average overall TCP traffic in each of the networks in each
day of the week. As we could expect, each of the two networks has different characters
and the Network C with smallest variation and more regular traffic seems to be better for
statistical analysis.
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Fig. 1. Overall TCP traffic in the Net A and the Net C
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Fig.2. The Net A average overall TCP traffic

Network C average overall TCP traffic
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Fig.3. The Net C average overall TCP traffic

Coefficient of determination R 2 (proportion of variation of each kind of traffic explained by hour is shown on table 1).
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Tab. 1. Coefficient of determination values
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On figure 4 you can see average values of TCP and other protocols traffic in the
Network C in 24-hours period.
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Fig.4. Average traffic in the Net C (selected protocols)

The most interesting protocol for detecting anomalies is of course ICMP, because we
can expect high ICMP traffic when any problem or error occurs. In current version of
anomalydetection the alerts are generated based on average and standard deviation values, but it seemed to be interesting to analyze histogram of incoming ICMP distribution.
In figure 5 we presented histograms of average number of TCP packets and ICMP messages for the Network C at 6 am. and in figure 6 – the same histogram for 9 pm.
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Fig.5. Histogram of TCP and ICMP (incoming) in the Net C at 6 am.

Histogram of TCP and ICMP (incoming) in
the Network C at 9 pm.
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Fig.6. Histogram of TCP and ICMP (incoming) in the Net C at 9 pm.

As you can see ICMP traffic has asymmetric distribution (or even not unimodal distribution) so it should be investigated if average and standard deviation can be used.
We are going to investigate this problem in details in future, after getting more time
series from a few anomalydetection which we have installed in a few networks.

3. CONCLUSIONS
Statistical analysis (like self-similarity analysis [20], time series analysis [21] etc.)
and Artificial Intelligence based methods (like Neural Networks [10], Genetic Algorithms [16], Immunity based algorithms [17], Data Mining methods [18], Simulated
Annealing algorithms [19] etc.) of network anomalies is perceived as very interesting
and promising methods for Intruder Detection and Prevention Systems. It possibly can
detect new or unknown methods of attack, like the zero day exploits. But one should
remember that anomaly based detection (neither nor signature based detection) is not
The Silver Bullet. For example: a lot of attacks can be not recognized by network traffic
anomaly detection systems because of small amount of data which they use (even only
one packet) and a lot of false positives and false negatives could be generated by them
because of using bandwidth management methods which can falsify traffic profile. On
the other hand, traffic anomalies detection can be useful for even non technical attacks
(for example: spy, who transfer a big amount of data from secure network to external
server). So we think that this method can be used as subsidiary method in “classic”,
signature-based IDS.
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